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For D, a bounded Lipschitz domain in R", n > 2, the classical layer potentials 
for Laplace’s equation are shown to be invertible operators on L2(8D) and various 
subspaces of L*(aD). For 1 <p < 2 and data in Lp(8D) with first derivatives in 
Lp(3D) it is shown that there exists a unique harmonic function, u, that solves the 
Dirichlet problem for the given data and such that the nontangential maximal 
function of Vu is in L”(i3D). When n = 2 the question of the invertibility of the 
layer potentials on every L”(aD), 1 < p < co, is answered. 8 1984 Academic PRESS, kc. 
Contents. Introduction. 0. Some definitions and known results. 1. Trace 
theorems for potentials. 2. An operator inequality. 3. Invertibility of layer potentials 
in L’. 4. Invertibility of layer potentials in Lp for Lipschitz domains in the plane. 5. 
Regularity for the Dirichlet problem. 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper is concerned with the invertibility of classical layer potentials 
for Laplace’s equation on the boundaries of bounded Lipschitz domains in 
R” and the application of these potentials to the Dirichlet and Neumann 
problems. For simplicity any bounded Lipschitz domain, D, considered in 
this paper will be assumed to have connected boundary. Thus both D and 
R”\fi will be connected open sets. The spaces of boundary functions with 
which we will be concerned are the Lebesgue spaces, Lp(8D), with respect to 
surface measure, u, and the spaces, L<(aD), of L”(8D) functions with first 
derivatives in Lp(aD). 
The main results to be found in Sections 3 and 5 are the invertibility of 
various potentials on L2(8D) and subspaces of L2(3D) and a result we will 
call regularity for the Dirichlet problem. The latter may be stated as follows. 
If 1 <p < 2 and data are taken in Lf(aD) then there exists a unique 
harmonic function defined in D c R” that has the given data for its Dirichlet 
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data via a nontangential approach to 80 and such that the nontangential 
maximal function of the gradient of this harmonic function is in Lp(~D). 
In the 1978 paper of E. B. Fabes, M. Jodeit, Jr., and N. M. Riviere [9], it 
was shown, in the case of C’ domains, using layer potential techniques, that 
there existed unique solutions to the Dirichlet and Neumann problems posed 
with boundary data in Lp whenever 1 <p < 00. Regularity for the Dirichlet 
problem was demonstrated for 1 <p < 00. An important ingredient of their 
proofs was A. P. Calderon’s result [2] on the boundedness of the Cauchy 
integral on curves in R2 with small Lipschitz norm. The restriction on the 
size of the Lipschitz norm was one impediment o the application of 
potential techniques to general Lipschitz domains. However, B. E. J. 
Dahlberg [6, 71, following the work of Hunt and Wheeden [11, 121, was able 
to show solvability of the Dirichlet problem for 2 <p < co by examining the 
Poisson kernel for these domains. That this was the best possible range of Lp 
spaces was a well-known fact. See [lo]. Recently D. S. Jerison and C. E. 
Kenig [ 131 showed existence and uniqueness up to constants for solutions to 
the Neumann problem with data in L2 and showed regularity for the 
Dirichlet problem with data in L: . 
In the spring of 1981, R. R. Coifman, A. McIntosh, and Y. Meyer [5] 
showed that the Cauchy integral was indeed a bounded operator for Lp, 
1 <p < co, on curves with arbitrarily large Lipschitz norm. In Section 1 we 
state the various maximal functions and pointwise convergence results 
concerning layer potentials that follow when their result is combined with 
arguments found in the paper of Fabes, Jodeit, and Riviere. The double layer 
potential for a function,f, defined on 30 is defined by 
where w, equals the surface measure of the unit sphere in R”, dQ = da(Q), 
and N(Q) denotes the outer unit normal to D. The single layer potential is 
defined, for n > 2, by 
sj-(X)= - l j f(Q) dQ 
q&-2) ao IQ-Xl”-’ ’ 
XER”, 
and, for n = 2, by 
W-(X) = &i,,, lois I Q - Xlf<Q> dQ, XE R*. 
Xf and Sf are harmonic functions in R”\aD. For P E c?D the boundary 
layer potential and its adjoint are defined by 
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and 
In Section 2 we establish two fundamental operator inequalities, 
II(iZr K*)fll2 < C (ll(iZ f K*>fl12 + ljaD Sfdu 1)) for allfEL2(8D). 
In Section 3 the above inequalities are used to resolve basic functional 
analytic questions such as the closure and denseness of the range of +Z + K* 
on L’(aD). In effect the inequalities allow one to circumvent the fact that, 
unlike on C’ domains, the operator, K, is not compact. Additional potential 
theoretic arguments lead us to conclude that the double layer boundary 
potential, $Z + K, is invertible on L2(8D). The operator jZ - K* is shown to 
be invertible on the functions with mean value zero in L’(aD). The single 
layer potential itself is shown to be invertible from L’(aD) to L#D) and in 
addition +Z + K is shown to be invertible from Lf(aD) to Li(i?D). Also 
included in this section are two uniqueness theorems. 
The special case of bounded Lipschitz domains in the plane is considered 
in Section 4 and invertibility questions for the potentials are completely 
resolved. In particular it is shown that ;Z + K is invertible on Lp(3D), 
2 <p < co, and that :I- K* is invertible on the Lp(3D) functions with 
mean value zero, 1 <p < 2. 
Section 5 contains the regularity result for the Dirichlet problem when 
n>3 and 1 <p<2. 
Section 0 contains definitions concerning nontangential cones, coordinate 
cylinders, and maximal functions. It also contains the statements of three 
important results of B. E. J. Dahlberg. 
Let us here set down some other conventions that will be used throughout 
the paper. The subspace of Lp(aD) functions with mean value zero will be 
denoted by L$(aD). If the domain of integration is clear, Lp norms will be 
written simply as 11. lip. For 1 <p < co the extended real number, p’, is 
defined by l/p + l/p’ = 1. Given a point, Q, on the boundary of any 
Lipschitz domain, N(Q) will always denote the outer unit normal to the 
domain at Q if it exists. The phrases “almost everywhere” or “almost every” 
(a.e.) will be taken to mean with respect to surface measure. Thus N(Q) 
exists a.e. on aD. The inner product in R” will be written (., .) and the 
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Lebesgue (surface) measures of sets will be denoted by 1. /. An open ball of 
radius r and center X in R” be denoted by B(X, r) = {Y: IX - Yl < r}. The 
support of a function, q, will be denoted supp(yl). In general the letter C will 
stand for constants that depend only on the Lipschitz nature of the domain, 
D, and the Lp space under consideration. The Laplace operator, 
c;=, aw:, will be denoted by A. 
This paper is a revision of my thesis written at The University of 
Minnesota. My advisor was Eugene B. Fabes, without whose advice and 
encouragement the work here would not have begun nor could have come to 
such a happy conclusion. 
I would also like to thank Max Jodeit, Jr., and Carlos Kenig for valuable 
comments and suggestions. 
0. SOME DEFINITIONS AND KNOWN RESULTS 
0.0. This section is devoted to establishing the notations for certain 
geometrical objects related to a Lipschitz domain. Notations for non- 
tangential maximal functions are also established. These notations will be 
used throughout the paper. In addition three theorems of B. E. J. Dahlberg 
are stated. 
0.1. Let D c D”, n > 2, be a bounded Lipschitz domain with 
boundary, 30. See Section 0.5 below. 
By a cylinder, Z(X, r), we mean an open, right circular, doubly truncated 
cylinder centered at XE R” with radius equal to r. A coordiqate cylinder, 
Z = Z(Q, r), Q E aD, will be defined by the following properties. 
(i) The bases of Z are some positive distance from aD. 
(ii) There is a rectangular coordinate system for R”, (x, s), x E R”-‘, 
s E R, with s-axis containing the axis of Z. 
(iii) There is an associated function q = ‘pz: R”-’ + R that is 
Lipschitz, i.e., Irp(x) - q(y)1 < C Ix -yI, C = C, < co, for all x,y E R”-‘. 
(iv) ZnD=Zn{(x,s):s>~(x)}. 
(~1 Q = (0, v,(O)). 
The pair (Z, 9) will be called a coordinate pair. In addition we will often 
write Z, = Z\6 and Zi = Zn D and call these the exterior and interior 
cylinders, respectively. For any positive number, v, vZ(Q, r) will denote the 
cylinder {X E R” : Q + (X - Q)/v E Z}, i.e., the dilation of Z about Q by a 
factor of V. 
0.2. By compactness it is possible to cover 30 with a finite number 
of coordinate cylinders Z ,,..., Z,. However, it is possible and often 
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convenient o do this in such a way that for each Zj there is a coordinate 
pair (Z,?, qj) with ZJ+ = vjZj, where Vj is some sufficiently large positive 
number. For example, it can be useful to think of vi > lO(1 + 
II v~jl12co(lt-1))1’2. 
Whenever we cover ~30 with coordinate cylinders we will assume also that 
the coordinate cylinders Z* exist. Note that qj may be taken to have 
compact support in R”-‘. 
For a Lipschitz domain, D, there are numbers, M < co, so that for any 
covering of coordinate cylinders the pj all have Lipschitz norm less than or 
equal to M. The smallest such number is called the Lipschitz constant for D. 
0.3. We remark that given q: R”- ’ + R, Lipschitz with compact 
support, there is a sequence of vj E Cp(R”-‘) such that vj + (p uniformly, 
Vvj+ Vy, in every Lq(R”-‘), 1 < q < co, and ])Vvj]], is uniformly bounded. 
This may be effected by convolving v, with a smooth approximation to the 
identity in R”-’ and using the Lq modulus of continuity of Vrp. Thus 
whenever (p is such a function and we write wj+ p we will mean that the 
convergence is in the sense described in this paragraph. 
0.4. By a cone we mean an open, circular, doubly truncated cone 
with two non-empty, convex components. If Q E c?D, r(Q) will denote a cone 
with vertex at Q and one component in D and the other in R”\fi. The 
component -interior to D will be denoted by ri(Q) and the component 
exterior to D will be denoted by r,(Q). 
Assigning one cone, r(Q), to each Q E 30, we call the resulting family, 
(r(Q): Q E dD}, regular if there is a finite covering of aD by coordinate 
cylinders, as described above, such that for each (Z(P, r), cp) there are three 
cones, a, B, and y, each with vertex at the origin and axis along the axis of Z 
such that 
ad\\(oFY 
and for all (x, q(x)) = Q E j Z* n 30 
(Y + Q>i c D n Z*, and 0 + QL = Z*\D. 
See [8, p. 2981 and the remarks preceding Theorem 1.12. 
0.5. DEFINITION OF LIPSCHITZ DOMAIN. An open set D c R” is called a 
Lipschitz domain if for each Q E 30 there exist a rectangular coordinate 
system, (x, s), x E R”-‘, s E R, a neighborhood, U(Q) = U c R” containing 
Q, and a function qn E q: R”-’ + R such that 
(i) I(p(x)--(y)l~C,Ix-vlforallx,yER”-’,C,<co; 
(ii) unD={(x,s):s>q(x)}nU. 
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The coordinate systems, (x, s), may always be taken to be a rotation and 
translation of the standard rectangular coordinates for R”. 
0.6. Depending on where a given function, u, is defined we will 
write 
and 
for nontangential maximal functions. The Hardy-Littlewood maximal 
function of a function f defined on I’D or R”-’ will be denoted by A’$ Thus 
for f E Lp(~D), 1 <p < co, 
where Z ranges over all coordinate cylinders for D containing Q. 
0.7. Given a family of regular cones for D c R”, {r}, n > 2, define 
the interior and exterior Lusin area integrals for a function, U, by 
and 
A(u,T,)(P)= (jr(p) IVu(X)121X-PI’-“dX) “‘. 
e 
The reader will note that many of the arguments of Section 5 owe their 
conception to results of B. E. J. Dahlberg. We list three of these. 
THEOREM 0.8D [8]. Let D be a bounded connected Lipschitz domain in 
R", n > 2, and {T} a family of regular cones for D. Let P* denote a fixed 
point of D. Let u be harmonic in D and vanishing at P*. Then 
II hIi* II LP(8D) G c IIAtu~ ri)llLP(8D) G c’ II t”)i* /ILP(dO) 
for 0 < p < 03, where the constants depend on D, {T},p, and P*. 
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THEOREM 0.9D [7]. With D and {r} as in Theorem 0.8D and 
f E L*(aD), 2 <p < 00, there is a unique harmonic function, u, defined in D 
such that 
6) 
and 
jz u(X) =f(P) a.e. 
XEri(P) 
(ii) 
where C depends only on D, (r}, and p. 
THEOREM O.lOD [6]. With D as in Theorem 0.8D let w denote 
harmonic measure with respect to some fixed point in D. Then on 80, 
dw = kdu, where k E L*(aD; da). 
1. TRACE THEOREMS FOR POTENTIALS 
1.0. In this section we state without proof several classical formulas 
involving the boundary values of layer potentials. These are justified on 
Lipschitz domains by the recent and celebrated result of Coifman, McIntosh, 
and Meyer [5], which together with the method of rotations of A. P. 
Calderon [ 1 ] allows one to produce patterns of arguments like those found 
in [9] for C’ domains. In particular the classical jump relations obeyed by 
the double layer potential (Theorem 1.10) and by the normal derivative of 
the single layer potential (Theorem 1.11) may be established. These are to be 
contrasted with the continuity across the boundary enjoyed by the tangential 
derivatives of the single layer potential (Theorem 1.6) and by the operators 
of Lemma 1.5. See also [3, pp. 258-2611. 
1.1. Notation. Throughout this section D c R” will denote a bounded 
Lipschitz domain with a fixed regular family of cones, {r(P): P E 8D} = {I’). 
The letters P and Q will denote points on 8D and the letter X will denote 
points in R*\aD. It will be assumed that 1 <p < co and the letter C will 
denote a constant that will depend at most on p, 30, and {r}. 
The first two lemmas justify the application of Lebesgue’s dominated 
convergence theorem in many situations throughout this paper. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 
A*f(P) = =l; 
IQ-PI>c,QE&J 
'-' f(Q)dQl) 
ip- Ql" 
PEaD. 
Then IM*fll,, G C llfll,. 
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Recall that 
LEMMA 1.3. II (VSf)” Ilp G c Ilfll,* 
1.4. DEFINITION. Consider a coordinate pair, (Z(QO, r), q). Define for 
almost every P = (x, p(x)) E Z* n 30 the vectors 
T,(P) = (0 ,..., 0, -I,& . . . . 0, -D,&))/(l + ~V~$X)I~)“~, 
where -1 appears in the Zth place, I = l,..., n - 1. For almost every 
P E Z* n 30 these vectors are tangent to 30, linearly independent, and 
uniformly bounded in norm away from 0 and 00. 
LEMMA 1.5. With Z and q as described above let T(Q) be one of the 
T!(Q) and take supp(f) c .?fn aD. IffE Lp(aD), then 
(0 (P - Q, T(Q)) f<Q> dQ 
IP- Ql” 
exists in Lp(BD) and pointwise a.e., and 
(ii) ,im 1 
i 
G-Q, T(Q)) 
x-+p 0, LID IX- Ql” f(Q) dQ = (S $) f(P) xEr(P) 
for almost all P E 30. 
Note that the approach in (ii) is in both the interior and exterior 
components of the cone r(P). 
THEOREM 1.6. With Z, rp, and T(Q) as in the hypotheses to Lemma 1.5 
take any f E Lp(aD). Then 
(0 (p - Q, TV’>) f<Q> dQ 
IP-Ql>c Ip- Qln 
exists in Lp(aD n Z) and pointwise almost everywhere in 30 n Z, and 
(ii) $mp (T(P), VSj-(X)) = ljmp $1 (* - ” T(p)) j-(Q) dQ --t n 8D IX-QI” 
xEr(p) xEi-(p) 
for almost every P E 30 n Z. 
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1.7. DEFINITION. For a bounded Lipschitz domain D c R” we say that 
f~ Lf(aD) if fE Lp(aD) and if for each coordinate pair (2, (p) there are 
Lp(Z n aD) functions g, ,..., g,_ i so that 
I a”-’ 4x1 gdx, rp(x>> dx= j R”-1 D,,Wf(x, P(X)> dx 
holds for all h E C:(Z n .‘-I). 
Fixing a covering of ~30 by cylinders Z,,..., Z,, f E LT(aD) may be 
normed by the sum of the Lp norms of all the locally defined g, together with 
the Lp norm off. 
LEMMA 1.8. S: L’(aD) -+ LT(aD) is a bounded operator and for a.e. 
PEaD 
lim Sf(X) = l& SfX). 
X+P + 
XETi(P) xEr,(P) 
1.9. DEFINITION. Given an f E LT(aD) it is possible to define a 
unique vector, V,f (P) E R”, at almost every P E 30 so that 
Ilf II LP(xJ) + II I V,f I IILPkm~ is equivalent to the norm of Definition 1.7. The 
resulting vector field, V,f, will be called the tangential gradient off. In local 
coordinates -V,f may be realized as 
(g,(x, ul(X)>Y9 gn- 1(x, &>>Y 0) 
- ((g1(-% rp(x>L g,- *(x3 P(X)>, O>? WG rp(x>>) wx7 v(x)>* 
That V,f is independent of the coordinate systems used to define it may be 
shown in a variety of ways. If f is a differentiable function in R” and 
P E 30, then Vf (P) = V,f (P) + (N(P), Vf (P)) N(P). 
Thus L<(aD) may be normed by 
Ilf IIq= Ilf Ilp + IlVtf Ilp. 
Recall the definition of X’f (1) from the Introduction, 
THEOREM 1.10. 
6) l&i2 K,f (P) E p.v. + j 
<Q - P, N(Q)) 
n a~ IQ-W f(Q) dQ = Kf (J’) 
exists in Lp(3D) and pointwise for a.e. P E aD, and 
(ii) );‘s Xf (X) = ($1 + K)f (P), X E ri(P) 
= - (g- K) f (P), x E r,(p) 
for almost every P E 80. 
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THEOREM 1.11. 
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exists in L”(aD) and pointwise a.e., and 
(ii) ?‘nJ (N(P), VSfX)) = - <iI - K*)f(P), x E r,(P) 
= <fr + K”)f(P), x E r,(p) 
for a.e. P E 80. 
It will be necessary to approximate a given Lipschitz domain, D, by 
sequences of C” domains, Qj,j = 1, 2 ,..., in the manner described in the next 
theorem. For verification the reader may consult [ 18, 191 or [21]. 
THEOREM 1.12. Let D c R” be a bounded Lipschitz domain. Then the 
following propositions hold. 
(i) There is a regular family of cones {P} for D as described in 
Section 0.4 above. 
(ii) There is a sequence of C” domains, Rjc D, and homeo- 
morphisms, Aj : aD + 3fij, such that supe EaD 1 Q - Aj(Q) I+ 0 as j -+ co and 
for all j and all Q E aD Ai E ri(Q). 
(iii) There is a covering of 8D by coordinate cylinders, Z, so that 
given a coordinate pair, (Z, p), then Z* n XIj is given for each j as the 
graph of a Cm function qj such that qj+ IJI uniformly, IIVcpjll < IIVqll,, and 
Vqj+ Vq pointwise a.e. and in every Lq(Z* n R”-l), 1 < q < co. 
(iv) There are positive functions wj: 80 + R, bounded away from 
zero and infinity untformly in j such that for any measurable set E c aD, 
j,wjdo = InicE, doj, and so that wj + 1 pointwise a.e. and in every Lq(aD), 
l,<q<aJ. 
(v) The normal vectors to fij, N(Aj(Q)), converge pointwise a.e. and 
in every Lq(aD), 1 <q < UI, to N(Q). An analogous statement holds for 
locally dejined tangent vectors. 
(vi) There exist C” vector fields, h, in R” such that for all j and 
Q E 3D (h(Aj(Q)), N(Aj(Q))) > C > 0, where C depends only on h and the 
Lipschitz constant for D. 
1 .I 3. DEFINITION. The approximation scheme comprising (ii)-- of the 
theorem will be denoted Rj T D. The notation Qj 1 D will refer to the similar 
scheme when Qj 3 D. 
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It is convenient to write /ij(Q) = Qj and Ni or Tj for N or T when these 
denote normal or tangent vectors to .n,. 
1.14. Remark. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, fE L*(aD), u(X) = 
S’X), fij T D and it is asserted that 
To see this the left side is written as 
1 (W(Aj(Q)) - N(Q), Vu<Aj(Q>>>' wj(Q> d'(Q) aD 
+ I,, (N(Q), Vu<~j(Q>>>' wj(Q) WQ)* 
By Lemma 1.3 and (iv) of the last theorem the integrand of the first 
integral is dominated by C[ (VSf)*]‘. Therefore by (v) of the last theorem 
and dominated convergence the first integral converges to zero. Dominated 
convergence similarly applies to the second integral and Theorem 1.11 
finally yields the assertion. 
The above kind of argument illustrates the utility of the preceding 
convergence results, while used only implicitly in much of what follows. 
2. AN OPERATOR INEQUALITY 
The purpose of this section is to establish the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R”, n > 3, with 
connected boundary. Then for all f E L*(aD) 
(9 IIW-K*>Al,< CW+~*)fl12 + I~aDWd~lIy and 
(ii> II~~~+~*~fl12~~~II~~~-~*~fl12 + llaDWduI13 
where C depends only on the Lipschitz constant for D. 
This theorem will be used repeatedly in the next section in order to prove 
the invertibility of boundary layer potentials on L*(aD). On a C’ domain the 
operator, K, is compact on L* of the boundary. That is not the case for 
Lipschitz domains. A simple example of this may be found on page 110 of 
[lo]. Theorem 2.1 serves as a substitute for compactness in the functional 
analytic arguments of Section 3. For example, the fact that ;Z + K has closed 
range on L* follows easily from this theorem. See the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
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The proof of Theorem 2.1 is really a simple interpretation in terms of layer 
potentials of the following Rellich identity. See [ 19, p. 2451 and also [ 131 or 
[141* 
LEMMA 2.2. Let Q be a bounded C” domain in R”, n > 3. Let u be a 
function such that either 
(i) u E Coo@) and Au = 0 in R, or 
(ii) u E Ca(R”\Q), Au = 0 in R”\fi, and Iu(x)l= 0(1X1’-“) as 
1x1+ 00. 
Let h be a C” vector Jield in R” with compact support. Then 
j (N,h)lVul’do=2j,,~(h,Vu)do 
aa 
+ 
I 
div h (Vu I * - 2(Vh(Vu), Vu) dX. 
R 
Here Vh is an n x n matrix acting on Vu. 
A Poincare-type inequality is also needed. The proof is standard. See, for 
example, [ 171. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let Q, c R”, n > 2, be a bounded Lipschitz domain with 
connected boundary. Let {Qj},j = 1,2 ,..., be an approximating sequence of 
domains for l2, in the sense of Definition 1.13. Then for all j = 0, l,..., there 
is a constant, C, depending only on &I, and p and independent of j such that 
for any f E L;(afijni> 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We will prove part (i), part (ii) being similar. 
Let f E L*(aD) and put u = SJ Let Rj T D and choose a C” vector field h 
so that on afij(Nj, h) > C > 0, where C depends only on D. See 
Theorem 1.12. For any j write 0 = Qj. Note that on a0 I Vu ]* = 
Iv,u~* + (aqaN)*, where V, denotes tangential differentiation to aR. Also 
note that 
& (h, vu) = ($)* (h, N) + & (a, vu>, 
where a is tangent to aR. See [ 131. Applying Lemma 2.2 and the Schwarz 
inequality yields 
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Since the last integral equals Jan u(&/aN) do the Poincare lemma, Schwarz, 
and a simple argument yield 
where C depends only on D. 
Letting j- co the comments of 1.14 apply to give 
II w-~*vIlLqaD, G c IIvfllL%m,~ 
Part (i) will follow once it is shown by working outside D that 
since by Theorem 1.6 the tangential derivatives of Sf are independent of 
interior or exterior approach. But this follows by utilizing Lemma 2.2 to 
bound Vu in terms of au/aN. 
Note, however, that for R 1 D, I,(au/aN) do is not necessarily zero so 
that the use of the Poincare lemma for 
I a24 u-do= an aN udo ~doi(a*l-‘jaoud~fan~do ] 
contributes the term ]Jao Sfdul. 
2.4. Remark. Lemma 2.2 shows that the results of [13, 141 on the 
Neumann problem and regularity for the Dirichlet problem extend to the 
more general Lipschitz domains in this paper. 
3. INVERTIBILITY OF LAYER POTENTIALS IN Lz 
3.0. In this section we prove the invertibility of the boundary layer 
potentials on various subspaces of L*(aD) when D is a bounded Lipschitz 
domain with connected boundary in R”, n > 3. The two-dimensional case 
will be considered in Section 4. 
As an application of one of the results in this section we prove a 
uniqueness theorem for the Neumann problem for certain p < 2. We also 
state the uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet problem. 
Recall the classical method of layer potentials. The double layer potential 
Xf(x) is harmonic in D and has nontangential boundary values ($Z + K) f. 
Given boundary data, g, the Dirichlet problem can be solved if the integral 
equation, (fZ + K)f= g, can be solved forf. Similarly the Neumann problem 
may be examined by considering ($Z - K*) f= g. 
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Of course for 2 <p < 03 existence and uniqueness of solutions for the L*- 
Dirichlet problem have been established by Dahlberg. Also, Jerison and 
Kenig [ 151 have established existence and uniqueness for the L*-Neumann 
problem. The point of the next two theorems is that these solutions may be 
represented by potentials of L*(aD) functions. 
Throughout this section the letter C will denote constants that depend 
only on the Lipschitz domain, D. 
THEOREM 3.1. iI + K: L ‘(30) + L ‘(aD) is invertible. 
Proof. Let (:I+ K*)f= 0 a.e. Putting u = S’ the comments of 1.14 
justify 
The right side is zero by Theorem 1.11. Since u(X) = O(]X]‘-“) as IX] -+ co 
and R”\D is connected we conclude that Sf is zero outside D and therefore 
zero a.e. on ~30. See [9]. Thus 
since the single layer potential is continuous (a.e.) across the boundary. 
Consequently Sf = 0 on R”, whence (:I- K*)f= 0 a.e. Thus f = 0 and 
+Z + K has dense range on L’(3D). 
By Banach’s closed range theorem, to show that iI + K is onto it suffices 
to show that $1 + K* has closed range. Assume that (;I + K*)fj+ g in 
L “(c?D). 
If I] &]I, < B < co then one may say fi + f weakly in L ‘(30) and so for 
any h E L*(aD) 
I gh = lim 80 
j” 
j aD 
(tr+K*)f,h=limj &(iI+K)h 
8D 
= I aDf (;I + K) h. 
Thus (iI+ K*) f = g. On the other hand if I] A]], + co, then after dividing by 
these norms we are reduced to 
(tI+ K*)fj + 0 in L ‘(30) (1) 
IIJ;ll* = 1 (2) 
and thus arguing as above. 
h-f weakly in L*(aD), 
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whence (fZ + K*)f= 0 whence f = 0 and thus 
A-0 weakly in L*(aD). (3) 
Statement (3) implies that Jao 5” -+ 0. Part (i) of Theorem 2.1 yields 
II(tZ-K*)fil12W (W+~*)S,l12+ ljaD%i) -10 ad+ 00 
by (1) and the preceding sentence. Thus 
llfjll, G II (9 + K*>f;ll* + II (9 - ~*).fJ* -+ 0, 
contradicting (2). This shows that iZ + K is onto L*(aD). 
Finally to show that 4Z + K is one to one we show that !Z + K* has dense 
range. 
Let Gj 1 D. Theorem 2.1 holds for each Qj with constants depending only 
on D. Recall now the homeomorphisms /ii : 80 + XIj, Aj(Q) = Qj and the 
Jacobians oj from Theorem 1.12. 
Take g E C,“(R”) and define the layer potentials Kj and Sj on XIj. Then 
(for example, see [9]) there are fj E L*(AY2j) such that 
Define on ~30 
($I + K,*)& = g( aRj a.e. 
If Ilf~ll J Lwj) <B < 00, then the II-FjIILz(a~) are also uniformly bounded. Thus 
Fj -+ F weakly in L ‘(cTD). 
Now take h E C”O(R”). 
(fZ + K,*)&h doj 
zrz 1 Fj($Z + K) hdo + 1 Fj[(($Z + Kj) h) 0 Aj - (+Z + K) h] da. 
80 8D 
Clearly the left side converges to jaDghdu. By weak convergence the first 
term on the right converges to SaD (:I + K*) F - hdu while the second 
converges to zero. This is because ]I ((fZ + Kj) h) 0 Aj - (fZ + K) h /ILzcaDj -+ 0. 
To see this fix E > 0 and write (recall that 
pev. .e!m 1 
u,, 8D 
(Q - ‘3 N(Q)) dQ = L 
IQ --PI” 2 
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or see [9]): 
(($I+ Kj) h) ’ Aj(P) - (+I + K, h(P) 
(Qj - Pj 3 N(Qj>> =- 
0, ,QJ-pj,>E ]Qj-pjl” [h(Qj)-h(p.i)l dQj 
-i IQ-Pl>c 
(’ - ” N(Q)) [h(Q) - h(P)] dQ 1 
IQ -PI” 
+tii 
(Qj - Pj 7 N(Qj)> 
n IQj-Pjl< E IQj-Pjl" [h(Qj> - h(Pj)I dQj 
-1 
IQ-PI<E 
(’ -” N(Q)) [h(Q) - h(P)] dQ 1 + h(Pj) - h(P) IQ -PI" 
= A,(P) + B/(P) + h(P,) - h(P). 
The sequence of functions, {Aj}, on 30 is a uniformly bounded sequence that 
converges pointwise to zero a.e. and therefore to zero in L*. Both integrals in 
B$are for each P less than EC/I Vhlla,, where C depends only on D. Thus 
limj IIBjIILz(~D) < EC IIV~lLq~~~~ Since E is arbitrary we conclude that 
(+I+K*)F=gl,. 
If IlfjllLw?j~ + co we reduce to 
IlfjlILw~j~ = 1 (1’) 
II (3 + ~*).tIILqaRj~ + 0 (2’) 
and arguing as above 
Fj+O weakly in L*(aD). (3’) 
Applying part (i) of Theorem 2.1 to each Rj will show (1’), (2’), and (3’) 
to be contradictory once we establish 
One can see that this will be true by writing 
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The first term converges to zero by (3’). The second converges to zero 
because the densities Oj+ 1 in Lq. For the third term fix E > 0. Then it may 
be written 
I, ?(P) dP j
1 
‘kQ) [,pj-;j,-z-~p-Q/~-2 I dQ lJ’-Ql>c 
+ I, 9(P) dP j 
1 
‘j(Q)[~pj-~j~~-2-~p_Q~n-2 I 
dQ. 
IP-Ql<e 
The first term is dominated by 
C;:g j,p-Q,>e (P.-;.).-2 -,P-;,~-2/2dQy2+o. ( I J J 
The second is of order E since we may integrate in P first. Thus 
But E was arbitrary and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Given data g E L2(3D) the unique solution, u, to the 
Dirichlet Problem, 
(i) Au=0 in D, 
(ii) u + g a.e. in nontangential cones, 
(4 lb* lIL2caDj < 00, 
may be written u(X) = x(41 + K) - ‘g(X). 
The next theorem implies similar consequences for the Neumann problem 
and regularity for the Dirichlet problem. See Section 5. 
THEOREM 3.3. (i) $~--K*:L~(~D)+L~(cYD), 
(ii) S: L “(aD) + L :(aD), and 
(iii) ~I+K:L~(c~D)+L~(cYD) 
are invertible operators. 
Proof: To prove (i) first note that iI - K* maps all of L2(aD) into 
Li(aD) since la0 (a/aZV) Sf da = 0 by the Gauss divergence theorem. 
Now assume ($1 -K*) f = 0 a.e. and J”,,f = 0. Then as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, I, IVSf(X)l'dX= 0 so that Sf = constant in D. But the 
assumptions on f imply that la0 ($I+ K*)fdu = 0 also. Thus 
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San\D IV~fKv a= constant . l,(fZ + K*) f = 0, whence by the decay of 
the single layer potential at infinity 5” = 0 in R”\D and thus in all of R”. 
Thus f = 0 and fZ -K* is one to one on Li(8D). 
That fZ-K* has closed range follows from arguments like those used in 
the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
To show that fZ - K* has dense range in Lz let g E Cm(R”) so that 
s, g da = 0 and put for flj 1 D mj = (l/l XIj[) janjg duj. Now solve 
(+Z -KF)fi =glaflj- mj for fj E Li(aQj). Putting, as in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, 
we have Fj E Li(aD). Note also that mj-+ 0 as j -+ 00. Now the arguments 
used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 go through with trivial modifications to 
complete the proof of (i). 
To prove (ii) it is not hard to see that 5” = 0 a.e. on 30 implies 
Jan IVSf /* = 0 and thus f = 0 so that S is one to one. 
Since iZ-K*:L*+Li and is invertible on the latter, there exists a 
unique function, f,, in the kernel of fZ - K* such that laD f, do = 1. Sfo is 
constant in D and the constant is not equal to zero since S is one to one. 
Now let g E Lf(i?D) and denote the normal derivative of its Poisson 
extension by /ig. By [14] and Remark 2.4, llAgIIL~cao, < C II glIL:caD,. Since 
-(a/&r) S(iZ - K*)-’ Ilg = /ig uniqueness for the Newmann problem (see 
[ 13, 141) implies that S(jZ-K*)-’ Ag differs from the Poisson extension of 
g by a constant. But constants are in the range of S. This proves (ii). 
To prove (iii) let g E Lf(3D) and put v(X) = S(fZ + K*‘))‘S’g(X). Then 
u has nontangential boundary values f E L:(aD). Also 
lim Np . VU(X) = S ~ ’ g(P) 
X-P 
xEr,(p) 
a.e. 
Since v decays rapidly enough at co when n > 3 we may write the Green’s 
formula for the exterior of D 
v(X) = - 6, <Q -K N(Q)) 
~ aD IQ-XI” f(Q)dQ 
1 
s 
1 
-w,(n-2) ao IX-QI”-’ s - '9(Q) dQ- 
Going to the boundary we obtain 
f=(&K)ftg. 
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Thus fZ + K maps onto L i. Since any f E L: may be written 
S(jZ + K*)-‘S-‘g for some g E L: we also see that $Z + K is into L: from 
LT. We already know that fZ + K is one to one. The formula 
S(fz+zL*)S-‘=jz+K 
which we have established in the course of the proof shows that 
4Z+K:Lf-+LT is bounded. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Given data g E Li(aD) the unique solution, u, to the 
Neumann problem, 
(i) du = 0 in D, 
(ii) au/aN = g a.e. on 30, 
(iii) la0 u f, do = 0, 
(iv> II P4*IILm, < 003 
may be written 
u(X) = - S(iZ - K*)-’ g(X). 
Here f. is the function mentioned in the proof of Theorem 3.3. 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let g E Lf(aD) be given. 
(i) There is a unique f E L:(aD) so that Sf = g a.e. on 80 and 
llP~f)Pll* < a* 
(ii) There is a unique h E Lf(aD) so that Xh =g a.e. on aD and 
II P~h)iy’lIz < NJ. 
An interesting consequence of Theorem 3.3 is the following uniqueness 
result for the LP-Neumann problem. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let D c R”, n > 2. Let 1 < p < 2 be such that LT(aD) 
embeds in L*(aD) by the Sobolov lemma, e.g., for n > 3, 
p > 2((n - l)/(n + 1)). Let {r} be a regular family of cones for D. Zf 
(i) du = 0 in D, 
(ii) limx+P,xEri~P~ (N(P), Vu(X)) = 0 a.e., and 
(iii) (Vu),” E Lp(8D) 
then u = constant in D. 
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Proof: Let Qj T D. For X E D and j large enough and n > 3 
P(Q), Q - X> 
"(x~=~jaoj ,Q-x,” 4Q)dQ 
1 1 
70,(2-n) .I au (Q, dQ. aRi lQ-Xln-2 r3ZV 
(1) 
If YE D is close to i?D let E = {P E aD: T,(P) 3 Y}. For each P E E let 
A(P) be the point on the base of T,(P) that also is on the line containing Y 
and P. Then 
u(Y)=u(A(P))+j’(Vu(rY+ (1 -t)A(P)),(Y-A(P)))dt. 
0 
Letting A denote the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function, an integration 
over E yields 
lu(Y)IGC( fju; I4v I + 4PuFwo)) 
Xe! UI-(Q) 
QcaD 
for any PO E E. Thus (u): E Lp(8D) and consequently we may assume 
u lanj+f~ Lp(BD) weakly. Thus (1) becomes u(X) =Xf(X) as j -+ 00 be 
the last remark and hypothesis (ii). But then u laRj -+ (IZ + K)f in Lp norm, 
whence we must have 
f = (tZ + K)fa.e., i.e., (tZ - K)f= 0. (2) 
The above type of analysis goes through for n = 2 as well. Now if 
fE L’(aD), then by (i) of Theorem 3.3, f must be constant, which implies 
that u is constant. But it is true that fE L*(aD) since fE Ly(aD). For if 
h E CF(R”-’ n Z) then 
jRnm, D,,h(x)f(x, p(x)) dx = l$ j,.,D”,h(x) u(x, f + V(x)) k 
= lim tlo ja 
n 
~, h(x)(T,(x, v(x)), Vu(x, t + v(x)))(l + Ivv(x)l*)“* ak 
But again we may assume that the inner product converges weakly to an 
L”(aD) function since (Vu): E L”(8D). Thus fE Lt(BD) and the proof is 
complete for n > 3. That the proof holds for II = 2 follows from results in 
Section 4. 
Let us also take this opportunity to state a uniqueness result for the 
Dirichlet problem. The proof may be found in 19, pp. 183-1841. 
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LEMMA 3.1. With D and (TJ as in Lemma 3.6 let 
(i) Au = 0 in D, 
(ii) limx,,,,,,i~P~ u(X)= 0 a.e., 
(iii> II WT IILztaDj < 00; 
then u = 0 in D. 
We remark that Dahlberg’s work on the Green’s function, [6], justifies the 
arguments of [9] on Lipschitz domains. 
4. INVERTIBILITY OF LAYER POTENTIALS IN Lp FOR 
LIPSCHITZ DOMAINS IN THE PLANE 
4.0. In this section we show that the layer potentials are invertible on 
various subspaces of Lp(aD) for general p, 1 <p < co, when the Lipschitz 
domain, D, is a bounded subset of the plane with connected boundary. After 
first establishing L* results as in Section 3, we use the Lusin area integral to 
establish two operator inequalities (Lemma 4.8) that serve us here as the 
inequalities of Theorem 2.1 served us in the last section. It follows that 
{1+ K is invertible on Lp(8D), 2 <p < co, and on Ly(r3D), 1 <p < 2. The 
single layer potential is shown to be invertible from Lp(8D) to LT(aD), 
1 <p < 2, except for certain domains discussed in Section 4.10 below. The 
operator fl- K* is shown to be invertible on L{(cYD), 1 <p < 2. This yields 
a solution to the Neumann problem when 1 <p < 2. However, it should be 
noted that Fabes and Kenig had previously observed a proof of the 
Neumann problem based on conformal mapping. See [ 161. 
To begin we establish the L* results. Because of the logarithmic 
singularity in the single potential in R* the statement of Theorem 2.1 must 
be modified slightly. 
LEMMA 4.1. For all f E Li(aD) 
and 
where C depends only on D. 
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Proof. Iff has mean value zero then 
sf(x) = $rb, bg lx - Q I - log IX]] f(e) de, 
which decays like IX]-’ as IX]+ co. Likewise VSfX) decays like IX]-*. 
Thus the use of the Gauss divergence theorem may be justified over the 
unbounded region R’\fi and Lemma 2.2 may be stated for n = 2. Now the 
proof is the same as that of Section 2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R*. Then 
(i) iI + K: L*(aD) + L*(aD) and 
(ii) +I-K*:L~(c~D)+L~(~D) 
are invertible operators. 
Proof: The proof is virtually that of Section 3. 
Note that if (41t K*) f = 0, then i,f= J,,(fl- K*)f= 0 so that 
fE Li(aD). This fact allows us to apply the Gauss divergence theorem to 
lRzW I VS’X)]’ dX and obtain 5” = 0 a.e. on 3D as in Section 3. Continuing 
the familiar arguments yields that !I+ K* is one to one on L*(aD). 
To show that :I + K* has closed range on L2(3D) it suffices to show 
closed range on Li(aD) since the codimension is finite. The familiar 
arguments of Section 3 apply. 
It also suffices to do the dense range argument on Li(aD) since 
1 (i1+K*)(l)=JbUl-~8D(fl-K*)(l) 
-i3D 
= 1 # 0. 
“8D 
Thus part (i) follows. 
Again it is easy to devise arguments showing that iI - K* is one to one 
with closed range in Li(aD). 
To show that $1 -K* has dense range in Li(aD) we repeat the arguments 
of Theorem 3.3. 
4.3. DEFINITION. Recall from the proof of Theorem 3.3 the unique 
function, f,, in L’(8D) such that (f1- K*)fO = 0 and JaDfodo = 1. Define 
the closed subspace of codimension one 
W= i/E L2(%D):/8Dff0do=O/ 
Define F = Wn Lp(8D) for p > 2. 
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We state without proof the following corollary to the last theorem. 
COROLLARY 4.4. (i) +Z + K* : L*(aD) + L*(aD), 
(ii) bZ-K:L’(~~)/(l)~L*(~~)/(l), 
(iii) +Z + K: YY+ ?P, 
(iv) fZ-K:2%“-+2Y 
are invertible operators. 
Dahlberg’s Theorem 0.8D will be used here and in Section 5 to relate the 
boundary values of a harmonic function with those of its harmonic 
conjugates. In two dimensions the harmonic conjugate to a double layer 
potential may itself be written as a potential. 
4.5. DEFINITION. Let N(Q) = (n’(Q), n2(Q)) denote the outer unit 
normal to D at Q E 130. Define the tangent vector T(Q) = (-n2(Q), n l(Q)) 
and for any f E L*(aD) 
It is easy to see that 2” and xy satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations, 
for all X= (xi, x2) E R2\aD. In particular IVA?y(X)l = lV,?f(x>l. 
Recall by Lemma 1.5 that given a family of regular cones {Z} 
lim 
X+P 
A?f(X) = (S 6) f(P) a.e. 
xdw)=r,wur,w) 
4.6. DEFINITION. For f~ %Y (Section 4.3) define interior and exterior 
Hilbert transforms by 
Hif= (Ss) (+Z+K)-‘f 
and 
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The operators Hi and H, are bounded on L*(aD) by Lemma 1.5 and 
Theorem 4.2. Both map W into W by Corollary 4.4 and the fact that 
SfO(X) = constant, X E D, so that for g E L * 
= J 8Dg(Q) 1 im X-Q (r(Q), VVXX)) dQ = 0. 
xcrica, 
Because 
HJ(P) = ;“, ?($I + K) ‘f(X) 
XEI-i(P) 
is the boundary value of the harmonic function conjugate to the Poisson 
extension off in D, Hf = -Z on W and similarly Hz = -Z on V. This is 
because the nonzero constant functions are not in %Y 
LEMMA 4.7. (i) Hi: T + %F” is bounded and Hf = -Z on F, 
2<PCco, 
(ii) H, : T + F is bounded and Hi = - Z on F, 2 <p < 00. 
Proof. Put u=X(fZ-K)-tf and ri=,?‘(fZ-K)-‘J Let 2<p< co 
and take fE V. Consider a (large) ball, B, containing 0. Fix a point 
P* E B\l?. Then 
where the C depends on P*. Similarly lu’(P*)l < C Ilfll,. Likewise for any 
QEaB, MQ>l and F<Q>l are bounded by a constant times II./lI,. No_w 
given a regular family of cones, {Z}, we may apply Theorem 0.8D to B\D. 
Recall the definition from Section 0.7 of A(u, r)(P) = A(u)(P) and that 
lVu(X)I = IVlqX)I. 
II&f II rqm, G Gill v- v*>)* III,Pkm~ + IlfllLw~I 
G ww>IILecaD”ae, + IlfllrecamI 
= C{II4~)llLPcaD”ae, + lI.&wJd 
G C{ll (u - Q”)>” IlL~(aD”aa~ + IlfllLPkm,~ 
G c{Ib*IILP(aD) + IIfllLD(d ,< c IIfllLPW 
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Note that it is in the last inequality that by Theorem 0.9D, p > 2 is 
required. Similarly we may work in D and obtain 
1lHi.f II LqaD) G c II f IILP(aD) * 
LEMMA 4.8. For allfE T, 2 <p < co, 
(i> Il(~~-~~fIlrPca~~~~ll~t~+~>fIl~~~~~~~~~ 
(ii> II (9 + ~)flILP~~D~ < C II($1 -W~IILPW~ 
where C depends only on D and p. 
Proof: 
= C II H,(fZ + K) fI/LP(~D) 
LetaD, 
Similarly we may show (ii). 
THEOREM 4.9. (i) +Z + K: Lp(aD) + Lp(3D), 2 <p < 00, is invertible, 
(ii) ;Z - K*: Lt’(aD) + Li’(aD), 1 <p’ ,< 2, is invertible. 
Proof: By the Lz results ;Z + K is one to one and part (i) of Lemma 4.8 
together with the usual arguments shows that fZ + K has closed range. 
To show dense range let l/p’ + l/p = 1 and take fE L{‘(aD), 
($Z+ K*)f= 0. Since Sf E LW(RZ) and by the Sobolov lemma is 
continuous on BD, the uniqueness result, Lemma 3.7, and the fact that D is 
regular for the Dirichlet problem assure us that Sf is continuous on all of R2. 
Let Rj 1 D. Since f has mean value zero we may apply the Gauss 
divergence theorem, obtaining 
Thus because Sf decays at co to zero it is in fact zero on all of R2, whence 
f = 0. Recall f, E L’(aD) such that far, f, da = 1 and (+Z - K*) f, = 0 (see 
Definition 4.3). It follows that f, E Lp’(aD) and Li’(aD) @ (fo) = Lp’(aD). 
Because (!I + K*) f, =f, and +Z + K* : LP,‘-+ L$’ we have +Z + K* one to 
one on all of Lp’(aD). This completes the proof of part (i). 
For part (ii) we consider the space r to be dual to L$‘(aD). Part (ii) of 
Lemma 4.8 shows by the usual arguments that +Z - K : V + V is one to 
one with closed range. 
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Now consider fE Li’(aD), (;I- K*)f= 0. Once again we may justify 
I IVSf(X)l’ dX= 0. D 
This time we conclude 5” = constant in D. Thus 
0= j 
8D 
fSfdo= j ($I+K*)fSfdu 
i?D 
and as before we may conclude Sf = 0 in R2 and thus f = 0. 
4.10. Remark. For DcR* put D,.={X:rXED},r>O. For QEaD,. 
put f L(Q) =fo(rQ), where f, is the function of Section 4.3. In higher 
dimensions we know that in D, Sfo = constant # 0. However, the following 
anomaly occurs in two dimensions. For X E D 
Sfo(X) = &i,, log IX - Q If,(Q) dQ 
log r 
=,j~Dfo(Q)dQ+~)-D logl+X-QIfXQPQ (1) 
I 
log r 
= 27c + rS,f ;(I-‘X). 
Let K, denote the double layer boundary potential defined with respect to 
D,. Then the formula, (l), shows that (f k) is the kernel of +1-K,*. Recall 
that Sfo = constant in D and S,f i = constant in D,. If Sfo = 0 in D and if 
r # 1, then S,f k # 0 in D,. On the other hand if Sf, # 0 in D then choosing 
r such that log r = 2nSfo implies that S,f i = 0 in D,. Thus in a sense the 
domains, D, for which Sf, = 0 in D are rare. This is to be contrasted with 
the higher-dimensional cases, where Sfo is never zero. With this in mind we 
turn to regularity for the Dirichlet problem in two dimensions. 
THEOREM 4.11. For D c R* such that Sfo # 0 in D 
S: Lp(8D) + LT(aD), 1 <P<2, 
is an invertible operator. 
Proof: That S is one to one follows from arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 4.9. 
Consider now any g E LT(aD). Then ag/aT E Lp(aD) with mean value 
zero by a partition of unity argument. Put 
u(X)=-S ($I-K*)-lg (X) 1 
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and let 2 be the harmonic conjugate of u in D. Then for any P E aD and 
XE ri(P), (T(P), Vu(X)) = (-N(P), VG(X)) since the Cauchy-Riemann 
equations are rotation invariant in R*. Thus u’ solves the Neumann problem 
with data 
&s (+Z-K*)-‘&gEL@D). 
By Theorem 4.9 and the uniqueness result Lemma 3.6, 
u”(X)=-s [(+z-K*)-l-&S (~z-K*,-‘~g] (jr). 
But also T(P) . Vu’(X) = N(P) * VU(X) -+ ag(P)/aT a.e. as X -+ P, X E Z-i(P). 
Thus 1/,, -g = constant. Since u’ is given as a single layer potential and 
Sf, # 0 in D, g is in the range of S. 
THEOREM 4.12. For any D c R2 
fZ + K: L’;(aD) + L;(aD), 1 CPG2, 
is an invertible operator. 
Proof. The proof is the same as the proof of (iii) of Theorem 3.3 except 
that in order to justify the formula used there in the exterior of D we must 
take g E S(L{(aD)), the image under S of LE. Then ({Z + K*)-‘S-‘g has 
mean value zero since 
[ (;Z+K*)-IS-‘gdo=j S-‘g. (fZ+K))‘(l)da 
-aD 8D 
=i S-‘gdo. 
8D 
Note also that Sfo = 0 is of no consequence since (+I + K)(l) = 1. 
5. REGULARITY FOR THE DIRICHLET PROBLEM 
The purpose of this section is to establish the following. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R”, n > 3, with 
connected boundary. Given 1 <p < 2, let g E LT(8D). Then there exists a 
unique function, u, such that 
(i) Au = 0 in D, 
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(ii) u + g a.e. in nontangential cones, 
(iii) II WF IILP(BD) < 00. 
Moreover, S: L”(BD) -+ LT(aD) is an invertible operator, i.e., u is given by 
the classical single layer potential of a unique Lp(8D) function, and 
where C depends only on D, p, and the cones defining (Vu)*. 
In order to show existence of a harmonic function satisfying (ii) and (iii), 
we establish an a priori bound 
/Iwwl, G c, /Iv& 1 <P<2, (1) 
for certain harmonic functions, U, given as single layer potentials of L* 
functions. Recall that V, denotes the tangential gradient on aD. This is done 
in the proof of Lemma 5.4 on the boundaries of starlike domains, R, that are 
essentially cylinders except for a small part of one base that is given as the 
graph of a Lipschitz function. Given u = Sf with respect to Q and having 
established (1) both inside and outside Q, we may invoke Lemma 1.3 to 
yield 
(2) 
When the boundary values of u are supported on the Lipschitz portion of 
aR, (1) may be established by utilizing the identity 
au I’- 
n-1 
J 
a24 
an aN 
vdu= -i- -vjdo, 
j-r aR aTj 
where the Tj are tangent vectors and the vj are Stein-Weiss harmonic 
conjugates to the harmonic function, v, here considered to have boundary 
values in LP’(aR), l/p + l/p’ = 1. It is in order to use this identity that we 
work in the cylindrical domains. That the vj also have boundary values in 
Lp’ is established in the proof of Lemma 5.4 in a way that is reminiscent of 
arguments used in Section 4 above. There, given v” the conjugate harmonic 
function to v a harmonic function defined in a region of the plane, the Lusin 
area integral could be easily used to relate the boundary values of v and v’ 
since I Vu(X)1 = I Vt?(X) I. H ere this last identity is replaced with a lemma 
(Lemma 5.2) really due to Elias M. Stein. Stein’s lemma essentially says that 
if 
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is “good” for k = n then it is “good” for 1 <k < n - 1 also. But 
auj/X,, E &/&Xj and Dahlberg’s Lusin area integral result says that (3) is 
“good” for 8v/Xj in place of av,lax,. 
Having obtained (2) for the cylindrical domains, Q, we prove Lemmas 5.6 
and 5.7 in order to extend (2) to the a priori inequality 
(4) 
where D is a general Lipschitz domain and u -+ g E L f(aD) nontangentially. 
I would like to thank Carlos Kenig for pointing out the utility of lemmas of 
Dahlberg on the Green’s function and on positive harmonic functions that 
vanish on portions of the boundary in making this extension of (2). See [6]. 
Once (4) is established for g E Lf(aD), the fact that S: L’(aD) -+ L:(aD) 
is onto (Theorem 3.3) allows us to produce an easy approximation argument 
that completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
The proof of the following lemma may be found in [ 20, pp. 2 13-2 161. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let qxR”-’ + R be a Lipschitz function with norm not 
exceeding M. Let y,r, and P* be circular truncated half-cones with axes 
normal to R”- ’ and vertices (0,O) E R” such that 
Y = T\{(O, O)} = rc F\{(O, 011 cl-* 
and for all 
p = (x0 2 vl(%)) 
(r* f P)\{P} is contained in the region below the graph of rp. Denote the 
base of (r t P) by B,. Let u be a harmonic function in any bounded or 
unbounded region, Q-, below the graph of ~1. Then for all P = (x0, (I) 
such that r* +PcQ-, 
i 
Y+p 
ID,4~)l* l&-z GC /.i,+, IDx,u(X)l’ ,&2 
+ ;szp ID,u(~)l*~, j= L...,n - 1, 
where C depends only on n, M, y, r, and r*. 
Let us construct some special Lipschitz domains that will be of use to us. 
5.3. DEFINITION. Let p: R”-’ + R be a Lipschitz function with norm not 
exceeding M < 00 and with support contained in B”-‘(0; 1) where 
B”-‘(x;r)= {yER”-‘: lx-y1 <r}. 
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Define the one-component cone 
T= {(x, s): 0 < s < 9M, 1x1 < s/M}. 
Put Q, = [(0, -2M) + T] n {(x, s): s > p(x)} and Q- = [(0, 2M) - T] fl 
{(x, s): s < q(x)}. Let P, = (0, 3M), P- = (0, -3M); define the frustums of 
the half-cones (0, F 2M) f T by 
F+={(x,s)En+:s>2M} 
and 
F_ = {(x, s) E Q- : s < - 2M). 
Finally define 
a = {(x, s): p(x) < s < lOM, Ix/ < 10). 
Recall that S: L’(aR) --t LT(BR) is by Theorem 3.3 an invertible operator 
where here S is defined with respect o R. 
THEOREM 5.4. With (D,M, and Q as defined in Section 5.3, let 
g E L @a) with support in 
A = ((x, q(x)): 1x1 < 6 < f}. 
Let f E L2(&2) and u = Sf so that u is the Poisson extension of g in R. Then 
for 1 <p<2 
II (vu)* II LP(BR) G c II v, &(an) 3 
where C depends only on 6, M, p, R, and the cones defining (Vu)“. 
Proof: We may take rpj E C”(R”-‘) such that supp qj- II”-‘(0; l), 
pj T rp uniformly, pj(x) < q(x) if x E B”-‘(0; l), and Vqj + Vrp a.e. and in 
every L4, 1 < q < co, as in the remarks of Section 0.3. Define 
Rj = {(x, s): pj(x) < s < lOM, (xl < lo} 1 &I. 
Let u be the single layer potential of an L’(XI) function so that u has 
positive, continuous boundary values, h E C(a0). 
Assume now that there are harmonic functions o, ,..., v,~ 1 defined in R- 
so that together with o we have a conjugate harmonic system in a-, i.e., 
Q/(X, s) = &,Q(X, s), l<l,j<n-- 1, 
Ds"j(x, s> = Dxjv(x, s), l<j<n-1, (1) 
n-1 
-K- DXjOj(X, s) + D,u(x, s) = 0, 
,r, 
for all (x, s) E R-. 
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Then for Qi E afij n Q- 
& Q<Qj> = - 
n-1 
,zl $ ‘@j) E - ‘Y1 (T,(Qj), Vu,(Qj)), I I=1 
where N denotes the outer unit normal to Qj and T, denotes a tangent vector 
to Qj as defined in Section 1.4. 
Since u and v decay rapidly enough at infinity familiar convergence 
arguments yield 
+J U(X, ~j(X))((V~j(X>~ -I>, V’(X, Pj(X>>) dx, (2) r<IxI<l 
where i < r < 1 is chosen so that supp ~1 cB”-‘(0; r). 
Since supp(g) c A, u(x, (pj(x)) for r < Ix/ vanishes continuously as j-t co. 
Thus since v is a single layer potential of an L2 function the last integral 
converges to zero. 
The integrals under the summation equal 
-j a U(X, cPj(X>) 01(x, Vj(X>> dx IXI<T 8% 
If the v, have interior nontangential maximal functions, VT, with respect to 
fl- that are in LP’(X’), then there is an r, 3 < r < 1, such that 
L-l(o.rJ wvt dmp, de < ~0, 
UT E Lz’(Xlp) implies that 
I = l,..., n - 1. This follows because 
(uf(re, (o(rO))P’ de < 00 
so that the inner integral must be finite for a.e. r E (0, 1). Since for every 
x E B”-‘(0; l), 1 z),(x, qj(X))) < vT(x, C&Y)), dominated convergence may be 
applied to the second integral of (3) for each 1. Lettingj- co, (2) now yields 
(4) 
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Consequently we wish to show the existence of the uI in RP and establish 
that 
Ill? IILwm) G c II h IILPYaR~~ (5) 
Hence, let the base of (0,2M) - T be denoted by 
b={(x,s)EX-:s=-7M) 
and consider b to be the ball of radius 9 centered at the origin in R”- ‘. Then 
for all (x, s) E a- define 
D,,u(x, a) da -$1 x’-y’ D,v(y, -7M) dy, (6) 
.-1M n-1 b Ix-Yin-’ 
I= I,..., n - 1, where the second integral is a derivative of the Newtonian 
potential of D,v(., 7M). Then (1) is established. 
Note that in compact sets bounded away from 30, e.g., in the fustrum, 
F ~, the functions U, ,..., v,- r, v are pointwise uniformly bounded by 
C Ilhll LP’(BR) 3 where C depends on the compact set but is independent of h. 
To see this first note that by (6) it suffices to demonstrate this for V. Next 
Put 
C(X)=IX-P+12-nu (P+ + 1~~~~12) for P, + x-pp,2 ER”\fi. 
IX-P+ I 
The Kelvin transform of U, V; is harmonic in 
B= x: P, + lx”I;;l2 
! 
E R”\fi U {P,} cB(P+ ; 1) 
i 
because the singularity at P, is removable since u is a single layer potential. 
The Jacobian relating the surface measures over XI and 3B is bounded 
uniformly away from zero and infinity. Because we are now in a bounded 
domain Theorem 0.9D may be used in 0” to obtain the desired bound for U. 
Next we wish to apply Theorem 0.8D in order to show (5). For 
convenient application of this result we make the following observations. 
There are half-cones, y, r, and r*, as in the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2, 
such that when (x, s) E XI _\aF- the bases of the half-cones r + (x, s) form 
a compact subset of F- . Next {r + (x, s): (x, s) E LW\i?F-} and {y + (x, s): 
(x, s) E X-\i?F_ } may be extended to regular families of cones {r’} and {y} 
for all of a- in such a way that the added subfamily of cones for {y’) may 
itself be extended to a regular family, {g}, of cones for F- . 
Recall now the notation for nontangential maximal functions introduced in 
Section 0.6 and the Lusin area integral introduced in Section 0.7. For all 
P E XI -\aF, Lemma 5.2 and (1) yield 
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I= l,..., II - 1. Hence by Theorems 0.8D and 0.9D 
The inequality IIN(v, fi) IILP,(aD _ \aFm, < C 11 h IILP,(aQ) may be justified by 
Harnack (since u > 0) and the Kelvin transform as above. Thus (5) is 
established. 
Since Li(aR) n C(a.0) is dense in Lpi(X?), (4) and (5) suffice to prove 
II @+ K*>fll La(m) Gc II v* &an,. (7) 
As easier argument using 0, instead of R- yields 
That is, conjugate harmonics to u are defined in Q, . Then 
is established, where the nontangential maximal functions are detined using 
cones interior to Q, . Then Theorems 0.8D and 0.9D may be applied as 
above. The argument is easier only because it is not necessary to use the 
Kelvin transform in order to justify Dahlberg’s theorems in unbounded 
domains. 
Since we know by Lemma 1.3 that with respect to any regular family for 
B 
II (VV 1” II LP(BR) G c llf IILLW 5 
the triangle inequality, (7) and (7’) prove the lemma. 
5.5. For A as in Lemma 5.4 put 
VA = {(xl v(x)>: Ixl< ~81, v = 2, 3,.... 
LEMMA 5.6. With o, M, 52, and A as in Lemma 5.4, let g E Li(BR) be a 
positive function supported in A. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain such 
that 
~DncS2~3A. 
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Let u = S’, f~ L’(aD), so that u is the Poisson extension of g in D, when g 
is defined to be identically zero on aD\p. Let 1 <p < 2. 
(i) If R c D, then 
II (Vu>,* II LP(xJ) G c II v, &(aD) * 
(ii) If a c R”\fi, then 
II (vu): II LP(i3D) G c oh&’ 
Here the constants depend only on p, A4,6, D, .R, and the cones defining 
(Vu)” with respect to D. 
ProoJ To prove (i) let u’ be a single layer potential with respect to R so 
that ZZ -+ g on A and zero elsewhere on an. By using Theorem 0.9D and the 
uniqueness lemma, Lemma 3.7, for example, it is possible to show that zi > 0 
in R”\G and likewise that c - u > 0 in R”\D. Again by Lemma 3.7, c - u 
vanishes continuously on 34. (Continuous vanishing is due to the Poisson 
representation. See [6, 11, 121.) Let {r} be regular for D and take P E 24 
and X E T,(P). Then 
IV49 < IV@--u)V)I + lPW)l. 
Lemma 5.4 guarantees that 
Because {r) is regular the mean value property for harmonic functions 
gives 
Consider a ball, B(0; R) = B such that B(0; R/2) 2 D. Let G(X, Y) denote 
the Green’s function for B\fi. We may choose A E B\D such that 
E = {Q E 3A\4: r,(Q) 3 A } has surface measure >C, > 0, where we may 
take C, to depend only on D and {r}. Then using, for example, 
[ 14, Theorem 5.251 or 16, Lemma 81, we may assert 
(~2 - u)(x) < C (;i’;$) G(X, P*), 
9 
(2) 
where C depends only on A, D, and {r}, and P* is fixed outside B(0; R/2). 
We have 
(a-@@)@(A)=,( (Vzi(tQ+(l-t)A),(Q-A))& 
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for Q E E. An integration over E and Lemma 5.4 yield 
W) G c llW6 c-IILP(3d) 
G c IIwLP(m)* 
Thus (l), (2), and (3) yield for X E T,(P) 
(3) 
Let w denote harmonic measure on &2 with respect to the point P*. 
Consider cylinders, Z(P, r), with axis perpendicular to R”-’ and P E 24. 
Then by [6, Lemma I] there are constants C, C, depending only on {r} such 
that 
GKP”) < c w(Z(P, c IX - PI) n an> 
IX-PI ’ 1 IX- pin-1 
for all P E 24, X E I’,(P). By Theorem 0. IOD, then, 
G(X P*) 
IX-PI 
< C, A(k)(P) E L’(a.Q), 
where M denotes the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function with respect to 
surface measure, u, and 
dw=kdo. 
Thus 
In order to complete the proof of (i), we observe that u vanishes 
continuously on aD\2A and thus essentially repeat the above arguments for 
u in place of ~2 - U. This time the Green’s function of B\D is used. 
Part (ii) is similarly proved. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D be a bounded Lipschitz domain in R” and 
g E L:(aD). Put u = sf, f E LyaD) so that u is the Poisson extension of g in 
D. Thenfor 1 <p<2 
II (Vu)” IlLPwa Gc II g IIL~GW 
where C depends on p, D, and the cones defining (VU)“. 
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PrOOf: Let (Zj, (pi), j = l,..., ZV, be the coordinate pairs associated with 
a regular family of cones for D as in Section 0.4. Let M= 
100 maXj{llVVjlLman-1) }, Fix E > 0 so that for any Q E 80 there is a coor- 
dinate cylinder, Z(Q, loo&), with height equal to lOOsA and such that 
Z(Q, 100~) is contained in some Zj with axis parallel to the axis of Zj. Thus 
put Q = (x,,, oj(x,)) and define (D: R”-’ -+ R by 
P(X) = max{Mlx - XgJ + Vj(xf)) - &MY Vj(x)}Y lx-x() < 2E, 
Ix-xoI > 2E. 
Define 
and 
n = {(x, s): q(x) < s < 3 l&M - o(x,), Ix-xx,1 < 30& 
A= {(x,rp(x)): lx-x,,/ < &/4}~aD. 
Then up to change of scale o,,,R, and A are as in Lemmas 5.6 and 5.4. 
Let g, denote the positive part of g and g_ = g, - g. By approximating in 
L{ with smooth functions (see [ 171) it follows that 
We may cover aD with a finite number of the A’s constructed above and 
then construct a C” partition of unity with respect o the covering. Thus it 
suffkes to consider wg,, where w E C:(A) is fixed for each A. Since 
V,(w*> = v/v,g* + v,w* 
part (i) of Lemma 5.6 yields 
II (Vu>,* II LP(aD) < c II &f(cYD, * 
Next we argue similarly in order to use (ii) of Lemma 5.6 and obtain 
II (Vu>,* II Lp(tXJ) G ’ 11 &~(aD,* 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let g E Lf(i?D) and let {I’} be a family of regular 
cones for D. There exists a sequence { gj} c Lf(dD) such that gj -+ g in 
LT(aD). We may denote the Poisson extensions of the gj by Uj = S& for a 
sequence {fj} of L*(aD) functions. Hence 
II& -fkhP(BD) < II (iI - K*)(h -.f&‘(c?D) 
+ 11 (tz + K*)(fj -fk)iILP(i?D) (1) 
G IINP(Uj - u/c), r> /LP(aD) G C II gj - gAI,<tao, 2 
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where Lemma 5.7 is used in the last inequality. Thus {fj} is a Cauchy 
sequence in Lp(aD) so fj +f in Lp(aD). Letting u = Sf, u -+ g a.e. in 
nontangential cones since 
j Isf<Q>-g<Q>IPdQ=O. 
a0 
Now let (VU)* denote the nontangential maximal function of 1 Vu1 taken 
over any fixed family of regular cones. By Lemma 1.3 and arguing as in (1) 
To show uniqueness of U, let Au = 0 in D, u + 0 a.e. nontangentially, and 
(Vu)* E Lp(aD). Arguing as in [9, pp. 183-184) take v,E C?(D) so that 
O< w,< 1, vvE= 1 on {XE D: distance (X,aD)>c}, and ID"y,I < Ca~-'a' 
for E > 0 and any multi-index, a. Let G(X; r> denote the Green’s function of 
D. Fixing X E D we have for small E, 
u(X) = (v/p)(X) = j G(X; Y> A(wPN’> dY 
D 
= 2 I G(X; Y)(Vv,(y), Vu(Y)) 0 D 
+ 1 G(X; Y) u(Y)Av6(Y) dY. 
D 
The last integral may be dominated by a finite sum of integrals of the 
form 
(2) 
where q is the Lipschitz function associated with a coordinate cylinder, Z, 
for D, andyER”-‘f7Z. 
As in’the proof of Lemma 5.6 we write for almost all such y since u + 0 
nontangentially 
u(y, t + p(y)) =i’ (VU(S(Y, t + V(Y)> + (1 - S>(Y, V(Y))>, (0, t)) & 
0 
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Thus taking a suitable average 
and (2) is dominated by 
c II w>* IILWD~ . max{]G(X; Y)]: YE support ofdy,(Y)}. 
Since G(X, .) is continuous up to 30, letting E + 0 we conclude 
I G(X; Y)u(Y)hye(Y)dY+O. D 
Similarly iD G(X; Y)(VwE(Y), Vu(Y)) dY + 0. Thus u E 0 in D. 
To show that the function, fE Lp(8D), such that Sf = g is unique, assume 
that Sf --f 0 a.e. in nontangential cones. By the uniqueness result proved in 
the last paragraph Sf E 0 in D, whence ({Z - K*)f= 0. Now let 
B = B(O,R) 3 0. Again Sf is unique among the harmonic functions, u, 
such that v Ia,, = Sf Ias, v --t 0 a.e. nontangentially on 80, and 
(Vu)* E Lp(i?B U 80). Letting u be the unique harmonic function in 
C(B\D) :2) Ia, = Sf Ias and ulaD = 0 we wish to show that (VU)* E Lp. _But 
this may be accomplished by comparing ZI to the Green’s function for B\D in 
a manner similar to the arguments of the proof of Lemma 5.6. The only 
difficulty is that u is not necessarily a positive harmonic function. But if we 
add to u some constant times the Green’s function for B(O,2R)\fi, where the 
pole for the Green’s function is fixed outside B(0, R), then the comparison 
goes through. Thus Sf must be continuous up to ~30 so that letting R -+ co 
and invoking the maximum principle imply that Sf = 0 in R”\D. Therefore 
({Z + K*) f = 0 and thus f = 0. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
5.8. Remark. By Dahlberg’s result [6], harmonic measure, w’, at X E D 
may be written C&/(Q) = k”(Q) da(Q), where kX E L2(dD; da). For 
YE R”\D inspection shows that 
S(kX)( Y) = ’ 
1 
w,(2 - n) JX - Yin-* 
since this is the unique harmonic function in X with boundary values 
1 1 
042 - n) IQ - Yln-2 ’ 
QEaD. 
Thus fixing X E D and letting Y -+ Q E 80, one obtains 
Wx)(Q) = ’ 
1 
w,(2 - n) IX- Ql’-’ ’ 
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Now let ,U be a positive finite, Bore1 measure on ~70. Then S&Y) is 
harmonic in D and by Hunt and Wheeden [12] and Dahlberg [6] has 
nontangential limits S,U(Q) for a.e. (da) Q E 80. 
For convenience assume D starlike with respect to the origin and write 
kdo = dw = duo. 
Fatou’s lemma and Fubini yield 
,( sp do < !$I t*-” j” Sk(t-‘J’) d@‘) = sP(o); 
aD C3D 
i.e., $u E L ‘(80; do). 
In particular, given any fE LT(i?D), 1 < p < 2, fE L ‘(80; dw) since f is 
given as the single layer potential at some Lp function, g. Since Li is dense 
in Lf we even have a Poisson representation Sg(X) = s, fdw’ whenever 
fE Lf . (Again I would like to thank Carlos Kenig for suggesting that the 
harmonic functions of Theorem 5.1 would have such representations.) 
Further, (Sg)* E L”(aD, dw). To see this recall that by Hunt and Wheeden 
(a) * is dominated pointwise by the Hardy-Littlewood maximal function 
with respect to w. Since p > 1 therefore 
I,, (sg)“’ do G C I, I %I’ do. 
But 1 Sg(Q)]” < C S(j gl”)(Q) and the conclusion follows. 
5.9 Remark. If the statement of Theorem 5.1 is made for a given p > 2 
one can find Lipschitz domains so that the statement is false. One merely has 
to consider domains for which kX & Lp [7]. The harmonic function 
G(X,.)- ’ 
1 
w,(2 - n) IX- f 1-2 
will then serve as a counterexample. 
On the other hand given a Lipschitz domain the theorem actually holds 
for a small interval of p’s above 2. This is because for a harmonic function, 
02 IIu*Il U(X)) < c 11’ h’(i?D) holds for a small interval of p’s below 2 so that 
Lemma 5.4 still holds. 
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